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The HIPAA Case
The Department of  Health and Human Services (HHS) is the agency charged with enforcing the various HIPAA (Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) rules, including the Privacy Rule, Security Rule, Breach Notification Rule and the 
Patient Safety Rule. Those are four compliance issues ripe for auditing, and in a pilot program initiated last year, HHS did just 
that: 115 health-care entities were audited for HIPAA compliance, and of  those, two-thirds were found to have non-existent or 
inaccurate risk assessment policies. 

As of  October 2014, the HIPAA Omnibus Rule will make such audits a permanent HHS function.

RIAs, FINOPs and Fingerprints
Registered Investment Advisers (RIAs)—individuals or firms that receive compensation for giving advice on investments and 
who either directly or indirectly have possession of  client funds or securities—are deemed securities’ custodians and subject to 
surprise audits of  “custody assets.”

An organization defined as a broker-dealer is subject to audit for compliance with the accounting and financial reporting 
rules of  the SEC, FINRA and other regulatory agencies and is required to have a qualified Financial and Operations Principal 
(FINOP) registered with the firm. If  the FINOP’s fingerprints are not on file, that is a regulatory compliance violation.

Be a Gatherer, Not a Hunter 
Compliance audits are an inescapable part of  business life. However, good compliance officers understand that the key to 
a successful audit is to have all necessary data readily accessible well before the auditor arrives. Knowing why the auditor is 
coming and having the necessary data at your fingertips avoid your having to organize a team to hunt for critical documents at 
the 11th hour. 

By utilizing Regulatory Compliance Outsourcing (RCO), your company will know exactly which audits your organization is 
subject to and have in place protocols and timelines for gathering the required information on an ongoing basis. By examining 
prior audits by a regulator and noting its exceptions, your RCO expert can advise you on the likely issues of  the new audit. 

At one time, the most dreAded Audit fAcing the AmericAn public wAs the feArsome irs Audit. Armed with briefcAse And 

cAlculAtor, the irs Auditor seemed focused on only one goAl: find tAxpAyers’ misdeeds And punish them. todAy, however, there 

is A new kid on the Audit block, one who is coming not just from one Agency but from severAl, with A focus on finAnciAls, it, 

privAcy policies, disclosures, record-keeping, emAil Archives, And compAny disposAl of its wAste products. the difference 

between A nice or nAsty Audit experience will come down to one thing: your Audit teAm’s level of prepAredness. we’ll show 

you how to Achieve thAt. 

Is YOuR COmPANY PRePARed FOR ITs 
NexT COmPlIANCe AudIT?


